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For Immediate Release        Press Release 

 

 ‘Learning and Teaching Expo 2019’ Highlights 

Innovative Thinking and Character Education 

 

Hong Kong – 21st November 2019 – Learning & Teaching Expo (LTE), jointly organised 

by Hong Kong Education City (HKEdCity) and Bailey Communications HK, fully supported 

by the Education Bureau of the HKSAR, will be held from 11th to 13th December 2019 at 

the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. Celebrating the 10th anniversary of 

the event, a media luncheon was held today to introduce the highlights of LTE 2019. 

Veteran educators, principals and teachers were invited to share their insights into 

popular topics, such as innovative thinking and character education, helping students 

prepare for challenges both online and in real life. 

 

Theme: Education for Future-Ready Generations 

With the theme ‘Education for Future-Ready Generations’, the media luncheon 

revealed that LTE 2019 feature over 360 booths and 250 seminars, open lessons and 

workshops hosted by more than 300 local and international educational professionals. 

New events including ‘HKDC Unleash! Forum for Educators’, ‘School Leaders Forum 

Powered by Microsoft’, ‘Greater Bay Area Innovative Education Forum’, ‘Great British 

Classroom’, ‘MakerSpace’ and ‘Workplace Learning Theatre’ will be added to the 

programme, offering participants valuable opportunities to study various cases and 

exchange professional views.  

 

During the welcome speech, Mr Victor Cheng Pat-leung, Executive Director of Hong 

Kong Education City, said, ‘With the rapid development of innovative technologies, 

educators not only have to adopt modern learning and teaching technologies, but also 

need to equip students with the capability to adapt to the ever-changing future. 

Celebrating its 10th anniversary, LTE addresses a more diversified array of education 

topics and technologies, and takes innovative education to the humanistic level, exploring 

innovative thinking, values and attitudes as well as well-being, so as to prepare students 

and teachers for the changes ahead.’ 

 

Mr Cheng added, ‘The expo has invited renowned educators from around the world to 

discuss the latest global education trends. For instance, Mr Wong Siew Hoong, Director-

general of Education, Ministry of Education, Singapore, and Mr Mart Laidmets, Secretary 

General of Estonian Ministry of Education and Research, will share the education reforms 

of their countries respectively. While the students ranked high in the Programme for 
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International Student Assessment (PISA), the redesigned curricula also shifted from 

being academic result-oriented to focusing on nurturing future skills, and have thus been 

studied by various sectors. The much-anticipated results of PISA 2018 will be announced 

in December. During the expo, Professor Andreas Schleicher, Director, Directorate for 

Education and Skills and Special Advisor on Education Policy to the Secretary-General, 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, will discuss with Professor 

Hau Kit-tai, Choh-Ming Li Professor, Educational Psychology of The Chinese University 

of Hong Kong, the future roadmaps of education system in the 21st century and beyond 

based on the insights from the data of PISA 2018 report, as well as the implications for 

the future development of the local education scene. Dr Cynthia Breazeal, Associate 

Professor, Media Arts and Sciences of MIT Media Lab, USA, will analyse the relationship 

between creativity, empathy, morality and AI design. Apart from keynote speeches, the 

expo will also feature school visits and activities like InnoSTEMer to showcase the results 

of innovative education. LTE will continue to serve as an exchange platform for the local 

and international education and business sectors, and promote education transformation 

through actively introducing cutting-edge education technologies and pedagogies.’  

 

Mr Stuart Bailey, Founder and CEO of Bailey Communications HK said, ‘We are 

delighted to celebrate the 10th edition of Learning & Teaching Expo this December in 

Hong Kong. The show has come a long way in the past decade, a journey which matches 

the pace of technological change in classrooms and schools over the period. The 

progress and awards that we have received along the way would not have been possible 

without our strong partners Hong Kong Education City and the Education Bureau.’ 

 

‘LTE 2019 is set to be the largest and most comprehensive edition ever, as global 

educators share valuable experiences, inspiring ideas and innovative solutions facilitating 

the development of education. This year, LTE has over 360 exhibition booths featuring 

education suppliers from Australia, Canada, Finland, Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Taiwan, the U.K. and the U.S. displaying their new-to-Asia educational 

resources, covering Artificial Intelligence, Immersive Learning Technology, 

Computational Learning Tools, Facilities and Classroom Supplies for the 21st Century 

Learning Environment, eLearning Resources, ICT and Network Solutions, all catering for 

the changing needs of the schools, as education continues to transform. With the exciting 

exhibits and features that we are going to have, we expect this year’s expo will attract 

over 14,000 visitors from Hong Kong and overseas.’ 

 

LTE Speakers Shared on Innovative Thinking and Character Education  

In the ever-changing and unpredictable VUCA era (V – Volatility, U – Uncertainty, C–

Complexity, A – Ambiguity), students in the 21st century need to adopt an innovative 
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mindset that goes beyond conventional knowledge in order to solve problems in the real 

world. 

 

Mr Victor Cheng shared his view on computational thinking and AI thinking. As the third 

language, computational thinking is a fundamental skill that everyone should possess and 

apply in today’s complicated world. Understanding the operation and cognitive functions 

of AI also helps us analyse and solve problems, eventually leading to inventions that 

improve our living quality. AI can be applied to learning and teaching, and adaptive 

learning platforms can thus be created. Planetii, the mathematics learning platform 

developed by Planetii Group, is one of the examples. Mr Joseph Chan, CEO of Planetii, 

expressed that AI technology and the extensive Multi-Dimensional Curriculum Map they 

developed work in synergy to address different learning needs. These tools allow 

students to keep track of their own learning progress, adsorb part of the workload of 

teachers and enhance students’ learning efficiency. 

 

During the discussion session, Professor Eric Yim, Chairman of Board of Directors, 

Hong Kong Design Centre shared, ‘Now we are heading to a world where humans have 

to outsmart artificial intelligence with attributes that are unique to mankind. The design 

thinking framework is a human-centred approach to find innovative solutions, while 

helping students develop 21st century skills.’ Ms Joyce Chung Oi-man, Principal of 

Catholic Mission School, implemented design thinking into teaching and learning, 

giving teachers higher flexibility in lesson design, where students could express 

themselves freely with their own creativity and imagination. She shared that design 

thinking helped students build up growth mindset in the community, and fostered a 

positive relationship between students and teachers. Meanwhile, Mr Jason Choi Chi-fai, 

Teacher of Rhenish Church Pang Hok Ko Memorial College, has equipped students 

with skillsets of design thinking and computational thinking through maker education in IT 

lessons for junior forms, encouraging them to design and create practical products for 

daily lives from a holistic perspective. 

 

As technology improves our living quality, it is also important to teach students how to 

apply technology in an ethical way and nurture their whole-person development in the 

technological era, including character education, life education and civic awareness, so 

as to optimise the benefits of innovative technologies. Mr Leonard Wong Lai-ho, 

Primary School Master for Curriculum Development of SKH Kei Yan Primary 

School, shared his experience of having a school-wide, ocean-themed and inquiry-based 

activities. Complemented with interactive expert seminars, courses and field trips, his 

students gained a better understanding of marine science and the importance of 

conservation through the interactive STEM learning experience that did not merely 
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emphasise technological elements. To help students acquire scientific knowledge and 

technological skills while developing positive values of life, Bullseye Technology 

Limited (BLT) developed STEM-iOT, a curriculum that merges STEM and life education. 

Mr David Ng King-sing, Project Director of SxL Education, said students can monitor 

the growth of living organisms through real-time technology, and learn to take care of 

them in a responsible way. Mr Eric Chan Yu-kin, Vice Chairman of STEM Education 

Committee and Teacher of Ying Wa College, talked about how to experience different 

applications of AI through an online application and, most importantly, to discuss the 

ethical issues about using AI as a responsible digital citizen. 

 

The three-day LTE 2019 will feature a wide array of talks, seminars and forums on 

different topics, including ‘Keynote Presentations at Main Stage’, ‘K12 Theatre’, ‘21st 

Century Classroom’, ‘InnoSTEMer’, ‘SEN Theatre’ and ‘Early Childhood Education 

Theatre’. It will also curate quality educational products and services from around the 

world, allowing those in the education field to discover a variety of teaching and learning 

solutions that improve learning efficiency and help students get ready for the future. 

Please visit www.LTExpo.com.hk for details. 

  

http://www.ltexpo.com.hk/
http://www.ltexpo.com.hk/
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About Hong Kong Education City  

With a mission of being the market facilitator, Hong Kong Education City 

(www.hkedcity.net), a wholly owned company of the Government of HKSAR, is devoted 

to providing information, resources, interactive communities, online tools and services to 

strive for innovative learning and enhance teaching effectiveness, fulfilling its commitment 

to embrace new opportunities with different stakeholders in the digital era.  

 

About Bailey Communications Hong Kong  

Bailey Communications HK is a full service professional exhibition and event organiser 

based in Hong Kong. The focus of Bailey Communications HK is on developing quality 

events for both buyers and sellers. With a focus on how technology can assist in matching 

buyers and sellers so that real business objectives are met; Bailey Communications HK 

build smart events designed for the future. 

 

Media Contact and Enquiry 

Ms Ling Hung  

Hong Kong Education City 

Mr Caleb Ho 

Hong Kong Education City 

Tel： (852) 9077 7220 

Email： linghung@hkecl.net  

 

Ms Kat Mak 

Madbox Communications 

Tel：(852) 9061 1291 
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Attachments: Event Highlights 

 

 
The media luncheon of LTE 2019 was held today as a prelude to this year’s event. The 

hosts introduced the features of the expo, followed by guest speakers and school 

representatives sharing their insights into education.  

 

 
Mr Victor Cheng Pat-leung, Executive Director of HKEdCity, pointed out that educators 

should leverage technology to practise innovation. In addition to developing and 

introducing new technologies, HKEdCity also pursues elevating education to the 

humanistic level, and promoting value and attitudes as well as wellbeing, supporting 

students in embracing the future from different perspectives.  
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Mr Victor Cheng Pat-leung, Executive Director of HKEdCity(centre), Professor Eric Yim, 

Chairman of Board of Directors, Hong Kong Design Centre (first left), Ms Joyce Chung 

Oi-man, Principal of Catholic Mission School (second left), Mr Jason Choi Chi-fai, 

Teacher of Rhenish Church Pang Hok Ko Memorial College (first right), and Mr Joseph 

Chan, CEO of Planetii Group (second right), shared their innovative ideas to help students 

tackle future challenges. 

 
(From left) Mr Eric Chan Yu-kin, Vice Chairman of the STEM Education Committee and 

Teacher of Ying Wa College, Mr Leonard Wong Lai-ho, Primary School Master for 

Curriculum Development of SKH Kei Yan Primary School, and Mr. David Ng King-sing, 

SxL Project Director of Bullseye Technology Ltd., discussed on character education and 

IT ethics. 


